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Department of Physics 

Western Michigan University 
“Probing Exotic Superconductivity” 

Monday, September 26, 2016 
Abstract: Superconducting materials display a variety of unusual phenomenon, including 
the ability to carry electrical currents without resistance and the expulsion of magnetic 
fields from their volume.  Many of these systems are well understood, but over the last 
couple of decades several new classes of exotic superconductors have been discovered 
which cannot be explained with current theory.  In this talk I will discuss work I undertook 
last year on sabbatical at Stanford and the SLAC accelerator laboratory to create and study 
some exotic superconducting systems. 

Speaker: Lewis Pyenson, Ph.D. 
Department of History 

Western Michigan University 

“Seeing the Shape of Space: A New Look at 
Einstein’s Education” 
Monday, October 10, 2016 

Abstract: For more than half a century, writers have called attention to Einstein’s 
visualization of physics.  Here roots of that sensibility are identified in his schooling in 
Switzerland.  Attention focuses on instruction in Non-Euclidean geometry and on the 
concrete representation of spatial forms.  The talk is part of a book to appear with Brill in 
Leiden, Netherlands, which proposes a new approach for studying intellectual history.  
The approach, called Historical Complementarity, facilitates an understanding of the rapid 
and favorable reception accorded both general relativity and Picasso’s Cubism.   More 



generally, we are led to appreciate the importance of formal education, even for people 
with extraordinary talent like Einstein and Picasso. 

References: 

L. Pyenson, “Realization in Arts and Sciences,” Leonardo, in press.  A.  DOI 10.1162/LEON_a_00893. 

L. Pyenson, “The Einstein-Picasso Question: Neo-Idealist Abstraction in the Decorative Arts and Manufactures,” 
Historical Studies in the Natural Sciences, 43 (2013), 281-333. 

Speaker: Alice Olmstead, Ph.D. 
College of Education and Human Development 

Western Michigan University 

“Teaching physics in the classroom: How can we work to 
hone our practice and improve our students’ experiences?” 

Monday, November 7, 2016 

Abstract: The undergraduate classroom presents an opportunity for us, as physics and 
astronomy educators, to shape students’ experiences and work to improve equity and 
inclusion in our field. But teaching well is a complex task, and extensive use of an inherited 
instructional approach—lecture—can result in our inadvertently propagating inequities 
in who persists and thrives in physics. While there is no magic bullet that can make our 
classroom spaces fully equitable and inclusive, the thoughtful incorporation of research-
based instructional principles and strategies as building blocks in our classrooms can 
move us towards the goal of fostering more positive outcomes for all students, and 
particularly for students in underrepresented groups. A primary strand of my research 
focuses on how instructors are taught about research-based instructional strategies in the 
context of faculty professional development workshops, specifically the Physics and 
Astronomy New Faculty Workshop (a national, 4-day workshop sponsored by the 
American Physical Society). In this work, we found that many workshop sessions have 
been primarily lecture-based and focused on the straightforward goal of raising 
awareness of research-based instructional strategies, and we agree with other education 
researchers, workshop leaders, and the workshop participants themselves that this can 
certainly be worthwhile for instructors. However, we purposefully draw attention to less 
commonly implemented workshop activities that have the potential to support 
instructors in reasoning through the complexities of teaching, and argue that these kinds 
of activities are also needed within workshops. In this talk, I will describe this research 



and help you to consider how these kinds of activities might support you in improving 
your own instruction in the long term.  

Speaker: Yong-Lei Wang 
Department of Physics, University of Notre Dame 

Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory 

“Reconfigurable vortex matching effect in 
superconductor/artificial-magnetic-charge-ice hybrids” 

Monday, December 5, 2016 
 

Abstract: Hybrid superconducting (SC) and ferromagnetic (FM) systems provide an 
intriguing combination of two contrasting phenomena and their mutual interaction has 
been extensively studied to tailor their electromagnetic behavior. Recently, we designed 
a new artificial spin structure that produced an artificial magnetic charge ice with eight 
different configurations [1]. Our magnetic charge ice structure mimics the ground states 
of an artificial square spin ice, with the advantage that long-range ordering of multiple 
magnetic structures can be easily achieved and manipulated with an in-plane magnetic 
field. The globally reconfigurable and locally writable magnetic charge ice structure could 
provide a new setting for designing and controlling the properties of superconducting 
films and other two-dimensional materials. Here, I will present our most recent research 
on a novel FM/SC hybrid structure consisting of a unique artificial magnetic charge ice 
nanostructure deposited onto a superconducting MoGe film. The stray fields emanating 
from our reconfigurable magnetic nanostructure can affect the behavior of proximal 
superconducting vortices in the MoGe film. The novelty of the artificial spin ice and its 
impact on vortex matching effect and dynamics will be presented. 

[1] Yong-Lei Wang, Zhi-Li Xiao, Alexey Snezhko, Jing Xu, Leonidas E. Ocola, Ralu Divan, John E. Pearson, George W. Crabtree, 
Wai-Kwong Kwok, “Rewritable artificial magnetic charge ice” Science 352, 962 (2016). 

Speaker: Ntiana Sachmpazidi 
MISE Doctoral Student 

“Internet Computer Coaches for Introductory Physics 
Problem Solving Implemented at CMU” 

Monday, January 9, 2017 
 



Abstract: A primary goal of introductory physics courses is to help students develop 
problem-solving and related critical thinking skills. Several physics education researchers 
have designed instructional approaches to enhance both students’ problem solving skills 
and conceptual understandings. The Physics Education Research (PER) group at the 
University of Minnesota (UMN) has developed internet-based coaches to help students 
learn problem-solving, guiding students through a systematic framework for a number 
of individual physics problems. Initial tests with students from introductory physics 
courses at UMN indicate that users found the coaches helpful and that those students 
who actively used the coaches improved their performance on problem-solving 
components of course exams when compared to similar students who had not used the 
coaches. In this project, we investigate whether these positive results can be replicated 
at Central Michigan University (CMU). Students in an introductory physics course were 
given homework assignments that included the coach problems. Students could 
voluntarily use the coaches to help them complete their assignments. Keystroke data 
were recorded to monitor how/whether students used the coaches. Analysis of the data 
shows that a significant fraction of CMU students chose to use the coaches voluntarily 
and that those students who used them found the coaches helpful. In addition, the data 
shows that there is no gender difference in use of the coaches. Finally, the results 
suggest that using coaches may have improved the performance of the students on the 
problem-solving tasks in the course, but there is no evidence that the coaches improved 
the performance of students’ conceptual understanding.  

Speaker: John Novak, Ph.D. 
OxBranch 

“Computational Complexity and the Promise of Quantum 
Computers” 

Monday, January 23, 2017 

Abstract: New computational approaches leveraging the quantum mechanical nature of 
reality have been a topic of theoretical interest for thirty years, but they received 
renewed attention in 2001 when it was shown that a quantum computer could 
theoretically make most modern encryption useless. Since then, governments and 
private companies have put hundreds of millions of dollars into actualizing a useful 
quantum computer. Quantum computation has become a topic of contention: some 



herald it as a new paradigm of computation, others claim that it is at worst intractable 
and at best useless. But, that begs the questions: what does a quantum computer 
actually do? What is a quantum computer actually useful for? And, most importantly, do 
they work? 
This talk will explore quantum computing: looking at the sorts of problems a theoretical 
quantum computer would be good for, the types of quantum computers that are in 
development, and the capabilities and limitations of the quantum computers which 
actually exist already. 

Speaker: Caroline Robin 
Western Michigan University 

“Relativistic approach to atomic nuclei  
and application to the nuclear spin-isospin response ” 

Monday, January 30, 2017 
Abstract: Atomic nuclei are among the most complex quantum many-body systems to 
describe. Despite the tremendous progress made towards a microscopic description of 
nuclear structure, providing a universal, predictive and precise description of all nuclei 
remains a great challenge.  

The nuclear structure method which I will present describes the nucleus as a system of 
relativistic nucleons interacting via meson-exchange, and applies nuclear field theory in 
order to account for inter-nucleon correlations. In this way, this approach naturally 
connects the intermediate-energy scales of mesons to the low-energy domain of 
nucleons and their collective motion, and provides a consistent framework for the 
description of ground and excited states in a wide range of nuclei. Recently, we have 
extended this method to the description of isospin-transfer modes which have various 
applications in nuclear and particle physics as well as astrophysics. In particular, such 
modes determine the rates of weak interaction processes like beta-decay, neutrino 
scattering or electron capture, which govern r-process nucleosynthesis and stellar 
evolution. I will show some recent results of calculations for spin-isospin excitations and 
weak decays in nuclei, and will address further developments.  

 



Speaker: Otho Ulrich 
Western Michigan University 

“Experiences in Research of an Undergraduate Physics Major” 

Monday, February 6, 2017 

Abstract: Research experience is understood to be an important part of a successful 
undergraduate physics student's development. Many opportunities are available to 
undergraduates to become involved in research, including with their local professors, 
through REUs and internships, and through independent work. Over my undergraduate 
education, I participated in two REUs, a project at Western that led to a publication in a 
peer-reviewed journal, and more. Schools often have resources available for those who 
seek them out. Our physics department houses the Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator 
Lab, and before I found work on computational projects, under the guidance of Allen 
Kern and with Dakota Puffenberger, we designed and printed a control circuit for a new 
power source needed to steer heavier ions. On the Parkview campus, our computer 
science department hosts the computing cluster Thor, which has great availability. I 
used Thor in two of my most recent research experiences, which were explorations of a 
class of extremely powerful compact objects in the cosmos: active galactic nuclei, or 
AGN. If the physics of active galactic nuclei were well understood, we expect they could 
be used as standard candles to probe the cosmological parameters governing the 
evolution of the universe -- but they are of great interest for their own properties. This 
presentation will include an overview of some of this and other work.  
 
I have been involved in several projects, and these experiences have been part of a rich 
undergraduate experience that is available to anyone who feels passionately about 
science and is willing to seek out and take advantage of research experience 
opportunities available to them. 

Speaker: Daniel Fischer, Ph.D. 
Missouri University of Science and Technology 

“Control and Analysis of Atomic Few-Body Systems” 

Monday, February 13, 2017 

Abstract: Understanding the dynamics in systems of several interacting particles is one 
of the key challenges of physics. Such systems generally cannot be described in closed 



analytical form, as soon as more than two particles are involved. This dilemma is well-
known as the "few-body problem" and it limits the extent to which one can predict the 
states of the particles for any time in the future. Therefore, our understanding of 
phenomena that emerges due to the complex interplay of several particles requires a 
joint theoretical and experimental exploration of a wide range of situations. The 
fragmentation of atoms, due to the interaction with charged projectiles with photons or 
strong external fields, represents an ideal testing ground of few-body physics. Here, 
advanced experimental techniques are available, which allow manipulating the 
parameters of the few-particle quantum state by means of laser radiation with a 
tremendous degree of control and accuracy. Moreover, sophisticated spectrometers 
(COLTRIMS) are capable of obtaining snapshots of the system’s final state in momentum 
space and analyzing the details of its dynamics.  
 
In this talk, the recent progress in the understanding of ion-impact induced ionization of 
atomic targets will be discussed. For this reaction channel, the first experimental fully-
differential cross sections became available in 2003, which revealed unexpected 
discrepancies with theory. This puzzle has triggered many studies analyzing and 
resolving experimental limitations and potential theoretical shortcomings. New insights 
have recently been obtained with the development of a novel experimental apparatus, 
the so-called MOTReMi, which merges the techniques of laser-cooling, optical 
manipulation, and momentum imaging. This new approach leads to not only 
substantially improved resolution, but it also enables a systematic investigation of the 
dependence of the dynamics on the atomic initial state. In the future, the optical control 
and manipulation of atomic targets, in combination with momentum imaging after 
ionization in femto- and atto-second laser pulses, promise to open new avenues of 
investigation of fundamental few-body phenomena in atoms and atomic samples. 

Speaker: Scott Pratt, Professor 
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University  

“Big Experiment vs. Big Theory, Lessons from Relativistic 
Heavy-Ion Collisions” 

Monday, March 20, 2017 

Abstract: Many fields of science now involve comparing large heterogeneous data sets 
to sophisticated models and simulations. The ultimate goals of such comparisons are to 
(1) extract parameters of the model with meaningful uncertainties, (2) determine which 



assumptions are valid, and (3) learn which model features are relevant and how they 
impact specific observables. Given that models might incorporate numerous unknown 
parameters and that running the model for a single point in parameter space might take 
days or weeks of CPU time, brute-force investigation of the high-dimension parameter 
space is often prohibitively expensive. In this talk I will show how advanced Bayesian 
statistical techniques based on "model emulators" can overcome these challenges, and 
in particular how applying these methods to analyze data and models for relativistic 
heavy ion collisions are enabling the determination of fundamental properties of the hot 
matter created in experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory and at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. 

Speaker: Matthew P. Smylie, Ph.D. 
 Argonne National Laboratory 

“A new frontier in physics: topological superconductivity” 

Monday, April 10, 2017 
Abstract: In the last decade, solid-state physics was shaken by the discovery of 
insulators that conduct only at the surface in spin-polarized channels, promising a 
method to realize practical spintronics devices and revolutionize electronics. Following 
the discovery of these topological insulators, the search has begun for topological 
superconductors. A topological superconductor will have superconducting surface states 
that are non-Abelian, meaning A+B does not equal B+A; this allows for a new type of 
logic and true quantum computing. 
In this talk, we will discuss the search for topological superconductors, about the 
importance of the superconducting gap structure and rotational symmetry breaking, 
and how defect generation via proton irradiation here at WMU reveals surprising 
information about the physics of these materials. 

Speaker: Hang Mo Yi, Ph.D. 
Visiting Scholar, Seoul 

“Quantum Phase Transitions in Weird Dimensions” 

Monday, April 17, 2017 
 



Abstract: Phase transitions are fascinating phenomena in which a continuous variation 
in a physical quantity gives a rise to abrupt qualitative changes. They are found not only 
in physics, but also in such diverse fields as sociology, economics, physiology, etc. 

Although many familiar phase transitions like melting and boiling are controlled by 
temperature, a different kind of phase transitions that occur at absolute zero 
temperature have recently drawn much interest. These new kinds, which are called 
'quantum phase transitions', can be accessed by varying a physical parameter such as 
pressure, concentration, or magnetic field. In these cases, the disordered state is driven 
not by thermal, but by quantum fluctuations. 

In this talk, I will discuss the fundamental concepts in phase transitions, such as 
correlations, scaling, critical behavior and universality. I will also present results of 
recent studies on quantum phase transitions in unconventional systems, namely, spins 
on fractal lattices and complex networks. 

 
 
 
 

 


